fleet. Then he waited, studying tht sky which grew ever blacker, and
observed the sooty clouds edged with that hint of copper, moving ever
faster against the fitful wind. Suddenly the heavens were rent by
streams of fire, and the deafening artillery of the storm was loosed.
The rain descended in steady, glassy sheets, and the mistral came no
longer in cat's-paws, but shrieking through the shrouds with all its
terrifying might. On one of the galleys tie mainmast cracked with a
report like that of a gun, and went down in a tangle of rigging to crush
a dozen slaves by its fall. The wardens were hard pat to keep their
feet upon the gang-decks whilst the oars were plied so as to supply the
steering-way that should hold each vessel straight down-uind. Tfcs
sea rose. It broke over their decks and poured from the scuppers as
from fountains, and the tormented, frightened rowers were pounded,
drenched and blinded by it.
Night fell, a night of howling wind, of roaring thunder and heaving
seas.   The darkness eaccjnpassed them like black velvet, inter-
»mittently illuminated by livid lightnings which revealed one to another
the labouring galleys.
The three lanterns on the poop of the capitana, tossed against the
blackness by the roll and pitch of the vessel, served as a rallying point
to the fleet, and ever and anon Dragut would order a gun to be fired
as a further precaution against scattering. Nevertheless sone scatter-
ing there was in that wild sea. and one galley, acting upon the inde-
pendent judgment of her commander, deliberately disregarded poop-
lights and cannon alike.
This was the galley whose mainmast had come down at the first
impact of the storm. She was commanded by the eunuch Sinan-el-
Sanim, esteemed by Dragut above any other of his captains, for
Sinan's was an unbroken record of successes won by an uncanny
ability in estimating chances and a shrewd aversion to unnecessary
risks. This was not pusillanimity, for when a risk was unavoidable
none could be bolder in accepting it.
It may be that as a result of the loss of his mainmast, in the con-
fusion ensuing whilst it was being cut adrift, and in the deepening
darkness, Sinan had been blown out of touch with the remainder of
the fleet. Be that as it may, two astute considerations governed him
which appear to have been overlooked by Dragut. By riding before
the gale they must come ever under the increasing force of it and they
would be driven towards the Calabrian coast and so quite possibly
right into the arms of their pursuers. The way to avoid both dangers
was to hold to the course that had been theirs before they were struck
by the storm. At whatever cost to the rowers the galleys must be kept
headed into the wind. If they made headway against it, they would
find the going easier in a measure as they came under the lee of the
Sardinian coast. If they did not, at least they would avoid the risk of
being blown within the reach of Andrea Doria.
Such a course seemed to Sinan to justify the risk of going about in
that heavy sea, a risk he took despite the protests of all aboard. There
was a dreadful moment when the galley slid sideways down a black
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